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ABSTRACT
In order to improve the accuracy and efficiency of emotion recogni-
tion, we design a novel system called Learning through Interactive
Video and Emotion-aware System (LIVES). LIVES includes data
collection, emotion recognition, and result validation, as well as e-
motion feedback. We adopt transfer learning to label and validate
moods in LIVES, while the emotion can be classified into six types
of mood in a reasonable accuracy. Through transfer learning, the
time-consuming and labor-intensive processing cost on data col-
lection and labeling can also be greatly reduced. In our prototype
system, LIVES is used to enhance an emotion-aware robot’s intel-
ligence provided by cloud. LIVES-based emotion recognition is
executed in the remote cloud while corresponding result is sent to
the robot for emotion feedback. The experimental results demon-
strate LIVES significantly improves the accuracy and effectiveness
of emotion classification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there are lots of works on emotion recognition. Pre-

vious work on emotion recognition can be categorized as follows:
(1) body signal-based recognition [4]; (2) audio-visual data based
recognition, including method through face video processing [5],
and (3) recognition based on the usage pattern of smartphone [7].
However, it is challenging to fuse large-scale heterogeneous emo-
tion data in multi-dimensional spaces for analyzing user’s emo-
tion while proactively activating surrounding hardware resources
to perform personalized actions to comfort user’s emotion. LIVES
based solution is the first to tackle above challenges through multi-
space emotion data collection, emotion recognition, validation and
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Figure 1: Accuracy of mood recognition

feedback. Especially, LIVES explores transfer learning on top of
robotics and cloud-terminal integration technologies.

2. LIVES FRAMEWORK
2.1 LIVES Description

In LIVES, user’s physical, cyber and social domain’s data are
first collected by wearable device, mobile devices and network de-
vices. Physical data include physiological data, activity level, loca-
tion, environmental and face/interactive video. Cyber data consist
of call, SMS, email, application usage, WiFi and network control.
Social network data include SNS content or image post, repost and
comment. Then, the data are preprocessed. After preprocessing,
we extract the data feature. For the emotion space, the data are
labeled and validated by transfer learning based on previously la-
beled results. Now we introduce the label and validate phase. In the
label phase, the source domain data xs input come from ten users’
personal information in terms of physical data, cyber and social net-
work data and moods. The target domain data xt input data come
from other personal information. Our goal is to estimate the mood
c probability p(c|xt), since the xs and xt may be in a different fea-
ture space, So we first need to find a translator to link the two fea-
ture spaces [3]. since the fs and ft are features and are conditional-
ly independent xs, where xs ∈ χs, so we can calculate p(fs, ft) as
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Figure 2: LIVES based Testbed: (a) System architecture; (b) Control messages shown in LTE cell phone; (c) Test scenario.

follows: p(ft, fs) =
∫
χs

p(ft, xs)p(fs|xs)dxs, Now we link the
unlabel feature ft and xs through Jensen-Shannon divergence. In
the validation phase, We overhear users’ input of their own emotion
when they use some applications such as Moodagent. But one prin-
cipal problem is that, the mood we overhear is not the same as mood
label space C. Thus, we need to compare the similarity of the label
space C and the user’s input mood as M = {m1, . . . ,mn} which
is collected in each time slot as ground-truth label. Using a frame-
work similar to transfer learning [6], we can find the similarity be-
tween mood c and m as follows: sim(c,m) = MMD2[Dc, Dm],
The MMD2[Dc, Dm] is the maximum mean discrepancy [1], we
validate the label which the most similar in C, Through transfer
learning the time-consuming and labor-intensive processing cost
can be reduced extensively. After a certain time of labeling and val-
idation through transfer learning, the training sets are established.
By the utilization of Hidden Markov model, the emotion data are
classified into six mood. These mood classification results are for-
warded to EPIC robot which is developed in Embedded and Perva-
sive Computing (EPIC) lab. During emotion feedback stage, EPIC
robot system carries out hardware resource cognition then performs
a series of actions to comfort user’s emotion using Markov decision
process. For example, a personalized video will be shown in an
available screen such as a projector. If the user is not satisfied with
the emotion feedback actions, video contents and display method
can be fine tuned through continuous learning until user’s emotions
are cared more accurately and efficiently. This is called feedback
data through the interaction between user and system. In order to
improve the accuracy of emotion recognition, we use physical data,
cyber data, social network data and feedback data in next time.

2.2 Demonstration
As shown in Fig. 2(a), we implement LIVES in AIWAC testbed [2],

which consists of robot, smart access point (AP), and data center
(DC). The testbed provides a version of software available to run in
Linux in the DC, which generates command queue according the
analyzed mood and these commands are transmitted from DC to

the robot via TCP protocol. Fig. 2(b) illustrates control messages
shown in LTE cell phone. In Fig. 2(c), we use LIVES to predicate
the user’s mood compared with the mood given by users, we can
obtain the accuracy as shown in Fig. 1, where the recognition of
user’s moods is achieved with acceptable accuracy which is higher
than Moodscope [7]. When we find people in a unpleasant mood,
we use robot to do some interactive actions to care user’s mood.
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